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Important manuals on handling, first aid, feeding and release, as well as many other disciplines not represented in the training of veterinarians or nurses; Full of useful ones. Useful dog breeding guides. Many owners keep dogs for their own enjoyment. Such dogs are of independent value. They take part in collective games that not only decorate and fill the life of the owners,
but also help them, for example, to understand each other. Dogs that live at home, often, especially in rural areas, are engaged in what is called "dog farm" in England - they grow food, in many cases the very process of keeping animals turns them into a favorite pastime. Someone even considers that holding a dog is the same kind of art as painting, although photography (or

soap making) is much more popular. But there are many examples of how its content can generate other types of income. Wiki Pets (www.wikipets.com), an online encyclopedia of training and technology, contains many useful tutorials ranging from lard recipes to bulletproof vests. Animal Behavior, owned by Penguin Books, is featured in many veterinary books and
contains data on all types of pet dogs. There are also several books on education and training. Ferret News, also owned by Pengewater Books Ltd, talks about the terrier breed. In the UK, the British Animal Welfare Association (Association of Animal Welfare) is open. In Montana, there are organizations such as the American Kennel Club, which brings together lovers of all

breeds, and the American Kennel Club (American Kennel Club). Each of them, within its state, holds its own exhibitions and holds various competitions with its members. Representatives of American cynology regularly participate in the UK Championships. The State of Utah also has its own Kennel Association, where local competitions are held annually. The Alabama
Kennel Club shares the commercial basis of its existence, based on the declared list of shows it holds, and on its own club events. Each state has its own registration rules for amateur kennel clubs, so all clubs are listed and registered in accordance with local laws. Dog breeding in Australia has an official status approved
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